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tunisia is only one small tile on the mosaic of history, but it is critical for the stability of the entire region. the world will
not stand idly by as tunisians suffer, and neither should the west. only the united states has the leverage to get the
most out of tunisia, to help it become a good neighbor and to protect its status as a democratic nation of prosperity.

tunisia is the first of the arab spring uprisings to make a remarkable transition to democracy. the international
community now has the chance to do the same, and to ensure that tunisia remains a democracy, not a dictatorship. in

a country where bribery is a way of life, some of those who have reached the top through his patronage are even
richer than saied himself. they include tarek krioua, the president of the public security ministry, who many say

controls the country's police and judiciary, as well as the interior ministry and the general intelligence directorate, and
who holds a majority in tunisia's upper house of parliament, the constituent assembly. others have more sinister

interests. the minister of justice, houssine el kefi, has been accused of corruption, but has done well for himself at the
expense of justice and the rule of law. he uses some of his power to bolster the reputation of his family and others in
his circle. this reflects the power of tunisia's clan system, which allows the leader of a family to amass authority. with

the state unable to confront him, the clans become increasingly powerful. this may even be true of krioua, who
belongs to a powerful, land-owning clan in kasserine, and is married to a cousin of the powerful fayez mabeur, leader

of the ennahda party.
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we have seen dictatorship come and go before, and the current tunisian situation reminds us of egypt, where the
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democratically elected egyptian president, mohamed morsi, was overthrown by the military and replaced with a hard-
line, unelected leadership. we hope tunisia will not follow egypt's path. only a handful of countries have provided a

constructive alternative, launching ambitious efforts to help tunisia rebuild itself from a more democratic path forward,
even as the united states offers political and financial support to saied. tunisia's neighbors - morocco and algeria -

have both reacted more harshly to what has happened. there is a lot to learn from the experiences of tunisia and the
other north african states, which have been ripe for social upheaval since the collapse of the soviet union in 1991.

these countries were not chosen by an outside player for their stability and wealth; they rose to prominence for
different reasons. morocco, for example, has made a spectacular turnaround from a backward nation into a stable

democracy, one in which political freedoms are protected by a series of constitutions, some of which were written in
the early 20th century. a new constitution, passed in december with the support of an overwhelming majority, has led

to a massive political transition that has empowered the youth, and weakened the grip of the old guard on state
institutions. tunisia has also adopted a new penal code that aims to protect human rights, and adopted a new law on
lgbt rights, the first such law in the region. with respect to how to use state power for good, it appears the country is
following a pattern common to many emerging democracies. many of these countries have found that there is a long

road ahead to consolidate the basic institutional building blocks of a functioning democracy. the first step is to
establish the rule of law and protect human rights, which lead to an environment where free and fair elections can take

place. 5ec8ef588b
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